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Introduction

The ever increasing knowledge of gene sequences has made
DNA a suitable drug target.  It has become worthwhile to
consider sequence selective ligands such as DNA triple helix
forming oligonucleotides (TFOs), as one of the more prom-
ising routes.  Sequence-specific recognition of duplex DNA
by triplex formation is induced by major groove Hoogsteen

H-bonding to the duplex Watson-Crick base pairs.
Oligodeoxynucleotide-implemented triple helix formation
also furnishes one of the most versatile methods for sequence-
specific recognition of double helical DNA [1,2].  The abil-
ity to target a broad scope of DNA sequences, its high
stabilities, and single-base mismatch sensitivity make this a
powerful method for binding exclusive sites within large seg-
ments of duplex DNA. Since the base sequence of a 17-mer
oligonucleotide is statistically unique in the sequence of the
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human genome, extremely selective intervention ought to be
possible [3].  However, that approach is severely limited if
we restrict attention to natural nucleotides since triplex for-
mation is limited to pyrimidine TFOs binding duplex A-T or
G-C base pair DNA sequences specifically at homopurine
sites in the major groove parallel to the homopurine strand
as T·A-T or C+·G-C triplets.  Helix-coil transition melting
temperature, UV mixing curve, and 1H NMR experiments
all give credence to these homopolymeric structures  [4-7].
However, the construction of homopolymeric triplex struc-
tures structurally and configurationally analogous to T·A-T
and C+·G-C via TFOs binding in the major groove of a T-A
or C-G duplex  parallel to the homopyrimidine strand have
yet to be experimentally confirmed.

As a preliminary stage, triplets composed of novel
Hoogsteen nucleosides designed to bind in the major groove
of T-A or C-G base pairs should show structural stability en-
closed within a known stable triplex structure.  Its appropri-
ateness is then determined by scrutiny of any possible con-
figurational perturbations imposed upon adjacent structure
by the triplet and the configuration of the test triplet itself.
Previous molecular modelling studies [8-10] have involved a
proposed series of novel unnatural nucleosides which dem-
onstrate selective binding to the major groove of a T-A base
pair in the center of a T·A-T triplex. In this study base design
is targeted for recognition of the major groove of a C-G base
pair.

Application in DNA duplex recognition

Depending entirely upon the recognition inherent in the T·A-
T and C+·G-C triplets, the usage of natural TFOs has been
successful in mimicing repressors and the construction of
artificial restriction enzymes [11-13].  For example, TFOs
have been successful in accomplishing single or double site
specific cleavage of yeast and human chromosomal DNA [14].
Even at micromolar TFO concentrations sequence-specific
inhibition of DNA binding proteins such as prokaryotic modi-
fying enzymes and eukaryotic transcription factor have been
successful [15].  TFOs have also been shown to be useful as
competitors for DNA-binding proteins and as site-specific
DNA damage or cleavage reagents [12,13,16].  As illustrated
by the suppression of human c-myc gene transcription with
nanomolar TFO concentrations, suppression of gene expres-
sion via triplex formation also has potential [17].  Addition-
ally, successful suppression of transcription has also been
implemented by blocking the promoter region thereby in-
hibiting the binding of the eukaryotic transcription factor [18].
In light of the adaptability portrayed in these examples, this
method demonstrates potential to be a universal solution for
DNA recognition.

Much effort has gone into the design of nonnatural nu-
cleotide bases for TFOs, especially those that aim to bind
specifically to T-A or C-G base pairs via Hoogsteen H-bond-
ing with the same parallel orientational geometry as the
known T·A-T and C+·G-C natural triplexes [19-24].  Previ-

ous energy minimization modelling studies [8,10] of
Hoogsteen-like bases, X3 (Figure 1a), and X5, (Figure 1b)
have shown successful specific binding of the T-A major
groove within an 11mer T·A-T triplex in the A-type and B-
type configuration, respectively.  These energy minimiza-
tion studies demonstrate minimal or no structural perturba-
tion to the adjacent triplets with respect to the energy mini-
mized control (T·A-T)11 model.  Further molecular dynam-
ics studies of this (T·A-T)5(A·T-X)( T·A-T)5 explicitly sol-
vated system with counter ions showed similar structural root
mean square deviation behavior in both configurations to that
of its related (T·A-T)11 triplex configuration [9].

In the present study a Hoogsteen base is designed to tar-
get the C-G major groove.  Favorable stacking and Hoogsteen
interaction energies, and a comparable minimized
phosphodiester backbone and nucleotide geometry to that of
the known natural triplets are necessary requirements for a
successful Hoogsteen base. Ligand construction within con-

Figure 1a. Hoogsteen base X3

Figure 1b. Hoogsteen base X5

Figure 2a. Hoogsteen base Y1

Figure 2b. Hoogsteen base Y2
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formationally accommodating targets which need not remain
near to their given geometry for optimal binding interactions
is not easily accommodated by current algorithm-based lig-
and design routines.  Nonnatural bases may bind with com-
parable energetics with respect to known stable triplets, but
are allowed conformational latitude without significant en-
ergetic penalty to the host triplex.  This is best portrayed  by
the detectable binding of guanine in the G·T-A triplet by se-
quence specific binding-cleavage methods [21], while NMR
evidence indicates significantly distorted triplex geometry
[25].  Due to this Hoogsteen triplet energy degeneracy any
subsequent distortions imposed upon the adjacent triplets must
be monitored for interaction energy decreases and mainte-
nance of comparable structural geometry.  Here we report
the successful modelling of the novel nucleoside, Y2, (Fig-
ure 2b) cyclobuta [1,2-d] (E) 2-(1-(2-deoxy-b-D-
ribofuranosyl)-1-ethene) oxazole [4,3-b] pyrrole, as the Y2·C-
G triplet within a T·A-T triplex.

Design Premise

Development of the nonnatural bases from the C1’ position
of the central deoxyribose of the Hoogsteen strand (strand
III) were directed by van der Waals boundaries and potential
H-bonding sites of the central bases of the Watson-Crick

strands (strands I and II).  Due to the planar base stacking
constraints the constructed nonnatural bases are limited to
aromatic structures.  In order to achieve maximal interaction
energy and specificity the Hoogsteen base design plan in-
cludes H-bonding with both the cytosine of strand II and
guanine of strand I rather than only its neighboring strand II
base, which is the circumstance for the natural T·A-T triplet
(Figures 3a,b).  Positioning the aryl portion of Y2 by an
ethenyl linker accomplishes this H-bonding that spans these
Watson-Crick nucleotide bases (Figure 4).  By spacing ap-
propriately the oxazole N1 and pyrrole 1NH H-bonding com-
ponents of Y2, repulsive cross interference is minimized [26]
between N1 and Gua-O6 and between 1N-H Cyt-4NH2.  Ini-
tial modelling studies demonstrated that close proximity be-
tween H-bond donor and acceptor moieties such as in a
pyrazole type Hoogsteen base, Y1, (Figure 2a) causes repul-
sive interactions between the same H-bond moieties of the
Watson-Crick nucleoside bases (Figure 5a,b).  For this rea-
son Y2 was developed to allow maximum separation of the
adjacent H-bonding components, N: and N-H, and place them
in favorable positions to interact with the Cyt-4NH2 (strand
II) and Gua-O6 (strand I), respectively.  The Y2·C-G triplet
demonstrates comparable stacking and Hoogsteen interbase
interaction energies and geometries with respect to those of
a T·A-T triplet in the center of a (T·A-T)11 triplex.

Figure 3a. Energy minimized T.A-T triplet configuration
within the (T.A-T)11 triplex from the A-type configuration

Figure 3b. Energy minimized T.A-T triplet configuration
within the (T.A-T)11 triplex from the B-type configuration.
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Triplex conformations

The Arnott fibre diffraction data [27] provided the first DNA
triplex models.  Configurations of T·AT triplex derived from
these results are considered to be similar to A-DNA with C3'-
endo ribose puckers.  Results from NMR NOE experiments
are consistent with the fibre diffraction data indicating C3'-
endo configuration on all three strands of T·AT triplex [28].
At present date, there are still no reports of crystal diffrac-
tion studies of DNA triplex.  However, recent solution IR
spectroscopy studies [29] of T·AT triplex and solution NMR
studies [30] of various triplex oligonucleotide systems sug-
gest that many of the nucleotide residues have ribose puck-
ers nearer to a C2'-endo configuration which would be in
better agreement with a B-DNA type conformation.  Conse-
quently, in light of these new findings a more appropriate
model T·AT triplex has been devised [31,32] in which all
three strands have the same phosphodiester geometry and
C2'-endo ribose pucker that characterizes B-type DNA ge-
ometry.  More insight into this dilemna may be gained from
recent molecular dynamics simulations [33] of the T·AT DNA
triplexes from both the A-type and B-type starting configu-
rations.  These simulations show similar trajectories which
converge to a structure that is structurally equidistant from,
but not very similar to either of the initial A-type or B-type

structures. Although it may be difficult to produce an accu-
rate representation of a time-averaged helical unit from these
dynamics simulations, the resultant convergence to similar
structure suggests available configurational pathways between
A-type and B-type DNA triplex conformations.  Unfortu-
nately, overwhelming proof or rejection of the preference of
one type of conformation over the other is not evident.  In
light of this situation it would be prudent to design Hoogsteen
bases that are viable for each general triplex conformation.

Methods

For test purposes, the A-type conformation host undecamer
T·A-T DNA triplex, (T·A-T)11, was constructed from the
Arnott fibre diffraction model [27]  where the triplet step
height of 3.26Å and a turn angle of 30.0º were used.  This is
related to placement of a Hoogsteen binding pyrimidine strand
into the major groove of an A-DNA duplex parallel to the
purine strand.  The B-type conformation (T·A-T)11 DNA
triplex was constructed from the T·AT triplex structure pro-
posed by Sasisekharan [31] in which all three strands have
the same ribophosphodiester geometry, nevertheless the step
height and turn angle are equivalent to those of the A-type

Figure 4a. Energy minimized Y2.C-G triplet configuration
within the (T.A-T)5-(Y2.C-G)-(T.A-T)5   triplex from the A-type
configuration.

Figure 4b. Energy minimized Y2.C-G triplet configuration
within the (T.A-T)5-(Y2.C-G)-(T.A-T)5   triplex from the B-
type configuration.
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conformation.  In order to create the test triplexes, the center
triplet of each host undecamer was then modified to create
the binding region for testing nonnatural base candidates by
replacing the A-T nucleotide bases of the Watson-Crick strand
with C-G and replacing the nucleotide base of the Hoogsteen
strand with the nonnatural bases to be tested, retaining the
strand specific deoxyribose-base dihedral angles.

The AMBER force field does not contain all of the pa-
rameters required for the proposed nucleoside bases, Y1 and
Y2.  For purposes of calculating the atomic partial charges
of these proposed bases their geometries were determined
with MOPAC [34] using the AM1 hamiltonian.  The charges
of the MOPAC determined structure were then obtained from
GAUSSIAN90 [35] with an RHF/STO-3G basis set, using
the CHELPG [36] method, and scaled to fit the AMBER 4.0
force field for natural nucleotides. Analyses of the proposed
bases within the host triplex were performed with the AM-
BER [37] suite of programs.  Energy minimizations of these
triplexes were performed via 100 steps steepest descent and
1000 steps of conjugate gradient method with a nonbonded
cutoff distance of 8Å, and a linear distance dependent di-
electric to model the implicit water solvation [38].

Results

Charge compatibility of proposed unnatural nucleoside bases
with AMBER

Since there are no pyrazole constructs in the AMBER force
field, comparison of the Y1 fitted charges is not possible.
However, comparison of the fitted charges on the significantly
electrostatic interacting portions of Y2 show similar values
to those of analogous 5-membered heterocyclic substructures
in AMBER.  The fitted charges of the pyrrole N-H (N: -0.131,
H: 0.246) in Y2 are similar to that of the imidazole (N: -
0.142, H: 0.228) portion of histidine in AMBER.  The fitted
charge of  the oxazole N: (N: -0.536) portion of Y2 is also
similar to that of the imidazole portion of histidine (N: -0.502),
and the other 5-membered aromatic imine substructures of
guanine and adenine (both N: -0.543) in AMBER.  In fact
these charge values of Y2 are also comparable to the similarily
calculated charge values of imidazole N-H (N: -0.245, H:
0.232) and N: (N: -0.550).  The apparently comparable
charges calculated by the two procedures for imidazole and
related substructures indicates a reasonable compatibility
between the fitted charges of the unnatural Y2 base and
charges on similar structures in the AMBER force field.

Figure 5a. Energy minimized Y1.C-G triplet configuration
within the (T.A-T)5-(Y1.C-G)-(T.A-T)5   triplex from the A-type
configuration.

Figure 5b. Energy minimized Y1.C-G triplet configuration
within the (T.A-T)5-(Y1.C-G)-(T.A-T)5   triplex from the B-type
configuration.
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Analysis of Control Structure

The structural and energetic behavior of the Y2·C-G triplet is
compared to that of a T·A-T triplet as their structures are
energy minimized within the center of a  (T·A-T)11 triplex.
The C+·G-C triplet was not chosen as a basis for comparison
over that of the T·A-T in triplet-6 due to the inconsistencies
in comparisons as the protonated form.  Before analyzing
the energetic perturbation effects on the modified triplex (T·A-
T)5(Y2·C-G)( T·A-T)5 due to replacement of the central tri-
plet within the (T·A-T)11 triplex in both the A-type and B-
type configurations, the naturally occuring inherent
perturbations in the energy minimized (T·A-T)11 triplex model
itself must be studied.  End effects concerning the end tri-
plets are evident mainly due to the lack of base stacking in-
teractions on their outer surface.  Not only is this manifested
in the weaker total interaction energies of the end bases in

the Hoogsteen strand, but also the configuration of the bases
of the end triplets demonstrate increased buckle angle, thus
placing the center of the triplet closer to their adjacent tri-
plet.  This distortion appears to allow a more favorable stack-
ing energy between Hoogsteen bases, and is propagated in a
decreasing manner towards the center of the triplex for A-
type and B-type conformations as demonstrated by the
pairwise stacking energies in Figures 6a,b.  This distortion
also allows a closer and more favorable H-bonding distance
between the Hoogsteen base and the Watson-Crick bases as
demonstrated by slightly increased Hoogsteen interaction
energies with the nucleosides of its triplet nearer to the ends
of the triplex as demonstrated in Figures 8a,b.  Aside from
end effects due to the lack of outlying base stacking interac-
tions, energies between bases of the Watson-Crick strands
(I-II) and their base-stacking interaction energies (Figures
6a,b) appear consistent throughout the (T·A-T)11 triplex in

Figure 6a. Pairwise Hoogsteen Stacking interaction energies
for triplexes with the central triplets: T·A-T, Y2·C-G in the A-
type conformation.

Figure 7b. Interaction energies for each Hoogsteen base with
the rest of the triplex with central triplets: T·A-T, Y2·C-G for
the B-type conformation.

Figure 7a. Interaction energies for each Hoogsteen base with
the rest of the triplex with central triplets: T·A-T, Y2·C-G for
the A-type conformation.

Figure 6b. Pairwise Hoogsteen Stacking interaction energies
for triplexes with the central triplets: T·A-T, Y2·C-G in the B-
type conformation.
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both configurations and relatively insensitive to terminal con-
figurational distortion for both types of triplex starting con-
formations. Similarily, the Hoogsteen interaction energies
between Hoogsteen bases (strand III) and the Watson-Crick
bases (strands I,II) are also consistent throughout the neat
triplex in both configurations (Figures 8a,b).  Consequently,
the central nine triplets remain energetically and structurally
consistent.

A-configuration results

Upon examination of the Y2·C-G triplet within the energy
minimized (T·AT)5(Y2·C-G)( T·AT)5  triplex starting in the
A-configuration, the total interaction energy of the unnatu-
ral Hoogsteen nucleoside Y2 (-28.94 kcals) is 109% that of
the analogous value in the control (T·AT)11 triplex (-26.57
kcals).  This is primarily due to the Y2 nucleoside having
favorable interactions in recognition of both of the Watson-
Crick nucleosides in its triplet whereas the Hoogsteen base
in a natural T·AT and C+·GC triplet only recognize the strand
II Watson-Crick base.  Accordingly, the Hoogsteen interac-
tion energy of the Y2 nucleoside (-5.59 kcals) with the C-G
Watson-Crick nucleosides is 112% that of the analogous value
in the control (T·AT)11 triplex (-5.00 kcals).  Although the
Y2 base accomplishes two H-bonds just like a natural
Hoogsteen base, it orients one to each Watson-Crick base
whereas a natural Hoogsteen base orients both to one.  The
improvement in the Y2 Hoogsteen interaction in comparison
to a natural Hoogsteen interaction lies in the added favorable
van der Waals contact which is available due to its proximal
orientation to both Watson-Crick bases.  The Hoogsteen H-
bonding distances of 2.80Å and 3.24Å are within range of
viable H-bonding interactions between Y2-1NH — Gua-O6,
and Y2-N1 — Cyt-4NH2 , respectively.  Analogous H-bond-
ing distances in the A-configuration for a T·AT central triplet
are 2.90Å and 2.88Å for the Thy-O4 — Ade-6NH2 and Thy-
3NH — Ade-N7 interactions, respectively.  The Y2 H-bond-
ing distance to Cyt-4NH2 is somewhat attenuated with re-
spect to the equilibrium distance, and this subsequent differ-
ence in H-bonding strength is reflected in the Y2 -2.92 kcal
interaction energy with the strand II cytosine and the -2.67
kcal interaction energy with the strand I guanine.

Additionally the p-stacking interaction energy of the Y2
Hoogsteen base (-14.75 kcals) with its adjacent Hoogsteen
bases are 102% that of the analogous value in the control
(T·AT)11 triplex (-14.45 kcals).  However, due to the orienta-
tion of the Y2 base within its triplet plane with respect to the
analogous Hoogsteen base in a central T·AT triplet, the 3’
adjacent thymine base (triplet 7) receives less p-overlap and
the 5’ adjacent thymine base (triplet 5) receives more p-over-
lap than their analogous adjacent bases in the control (T·AT)11
triplex.  Their p-interaction energies, -5.23 kcals and -9.53
kcals, 5’ and 3’ respectively, reflect the disparity in p-over-
lap above and below the Y2 base in comparison to the -7.26
kcals and -7.19 kcals p-interaction energies of the analogous
central triplet Hoogsteen base in the control (T·AT)11 triplex.

Table 1. Deoxyribose-phosphodiester dihedral angles
(degrees) for A-configuration triplex structures:
Triplex-0: (T.A-T)11   and  Triplex-1: (T·A-T)5-(Y2·C-G)-(T·A-
T)5  (see page 464)

Strand-I Triplet-6 Backbone Dihedrals

Dihedrals Triplex-0 Triplex-1

P-O3' -64.7 -64.0

O3'-C3' -169.1 -168.1

C3'-C4' 79.2 78.1

C4'-C5' 61.6 63.4

C5'-O5' 173.7 173.1

O5'-P -73.0 -71.3

C1'-Base 29.9 23.3

Strand-II Triplet-6 Backbone Dihedrals

Dihedrals Triplex-0 Triplex-1

P-O3' -72.9 -62.05

O3'-C3' 172.2 -167.4

C3'-C4' 63.3 80.6

C4'-C5' 78.2 64.8

C5'-O5' -169.2 171.1

O5'-P -63.8 68.0

C1'-Base 25.2 28.5

Strand-III Triplet-6 Backbone Dihedrals

Dihedrals Triplex-0 Triplex-1

P-O3' -73.4 -63.3

O3'-C3' 174.4 -163.8

C3'-C4' 61.2 81.4

C4'-C5' 79.8 60.9

C5'-O5' -167.9 173.7

O5'-P -65.3 -72.42

C1'-Base 31.5 39.93
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However, this does not cause any detrimental structural
asymmetries as shown by the phosphodiester and c-dihedrals
of the energy minimized (T·AT)5(Y2·C-G)( T·AT)5 triplex
structure as compared to those of the energy minimized
(T·AT)11 control triplex (Table 1, Figure 9a).  Consequently,
the Hoogsteen nucleoside stacking interaction energy,
Hoogsteen nucleoside total interaction energy profiles, and
Hoogsteen-Watson Crick energy profiles also closely follow
that of the (T·AT)11 control triplex (Figures 6a,7a,8a).  The
Watson-Crick interaction energy profile closely follows that
of the control  (T·AT)11 triplex except for the stronger inter-
action energy of C-G in triplet-6 due to its three H-bond in-
teraction in contrast to two for the A-T pair.  This is in accord
with the dihedral results (Table 1) which show almost no
structural perturbation to the Watson-Crick strands (I-II).

Figure 8a. Interaction energies between the Hoogsteen base
and its accompanying Watson-Crick base pairs for triplexes
with central triplets: T·A-T, Y2·C-G for the A-type
conformation.

Figure 8b. Interaction energies between the Hoogsteen base
and its accompanying Watson-Crick base pairs for triplexes
with central triplets: T·A-T, Y2·C-G for the B-type
conformation.
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B-configuration results

With respect to energetic trends the Y2·C-G triplet within
the energy minimized (T·AT)5(Y2·C-G)( T·AT)5  triplex per-
forms similarily in a starting B-configuration in comparison
to the results for the starting A-configuration. While the total
interaction energy of the unnatural Hoogsteen nucleoside Y2
(-29.58 kcals) is 108% that of the analogous value in the
control (T·AT)11 triplex (-27.52 kcals), its Hoogsteen inter-
action energy with the Watson-Crick bases (-6.17 kcals) is
120% of the analogous interaction energy in the central tri-
plet of the control (T·AT)11 triplex (-5.14 kcals) in the start-
ing B-configuration. The Hoogsteen H-bonding distances of
2.81Å and 2.92Å are within range of viable H-bonding inter-
actions between Y2-1NH — Gua-O6, and Y2-N1 — Cyt-
4NH2 , respectively.  In comparison, the analogous H-bond-
ing distances in the B-configuration for a T·AT central tri-
plet are a very near 2.87Å and 2.92Å for the Thy-O4 — Ade-
6NH2 and Thy-3NH — Ade-N7 interactions, respectively.
The similar Y2 interaction energies to the strand II cytosine

(-3.12 kcals) and the strand I guanine (-3.05 kcals) reflect
the likeness in the H-bonding distance to each Watson-Crick
base.

The planar orientation of the Y2 base also causes a simi-
lar disparity in the Hoogsteen stacking interaction energies
with its adjacent Hoogsteen bases in the B-configuration.  A
biased increased p-overlap with the 5’-adjacent Hoogsteen
base (-10.08 kcals) and decreased overlap with the 3’-adja-
cent Hoogsteen base (-5.22 kcals) compared to the p-overlap
energies (-8.02 kcals) and (-7.99 kcals) of the analogous 5’
and 3’ adjacent Hoogsteen bases in the control (T·AT)11 triplex
is as evident in the B-configuration as in the A-configura-
tion.  However, the total p-stacking interaction energy for
the Y2 base (-15.30 kcals) is 95.6 % of the total stacking
interaction for the analogous Hoogsteen base (-16.01 kcals)
in the control (T·AT)11 triplex whereas the total p-stacking
energy for its 5’-adjacent Hoogsteen base (triplet-5) (-17.09
kcals) is 107% and the 3’-adjacent Hoogsteen base (triplet-
7) (-12.76 kcals) is 80% of the total p-stacking interaction
for the analogous Hoogsteen base in the control (T·AT)11

Figure 9a. Energy minimized  (T·A-T)5-(Y2·C-G)-(T·A-T)5   A-
type triplex configuration. 3D-structure as PDB-file included.

Figure 9b. Energy minimized (T·A-T)5-(Y2·C-G)-(T·A-T)5   B-
type triplex configuration. 3D-structure as PDB-file included.
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triplex.  This disparity in p-stacking interaction energies is
noticeable in the Hoogsteen p-stacking interaction profile
(Figure 6b) as well as the Hoogsteen nucleoside total inter-
action energy profile (Figure 7b).  However, this does not
cause any detrimental structural asymmetries as shown by
the phosphodiester and c-dihedrals of the energy minimized
(T·AT)5(Y2·C-G)( T·AT)5 triplex structure as compared to
those of the energy minimized (T·AT)11 control triplex (Ta-
ble 2, Figure 9b).  Just like the A-configuration triplex re-
sults, the Hoogsteen nucleoside stacking interaction energy,
Hoogsteen nucleoside total interaction energy profiles, and
Hoogsteen-Watson Crick energy profiles in the B-configura-
tion closely follow that of its (T·AT)11 control triplex (Fig-
ures 6b,7b,8b).  The Watson-Crick interaction energy profile
closely follows that of the control  (T·AT)11 triplex except
for the stronger interaction energy of C-G in triplet-6 due to
its three H-bond interaction in contrast to two for the A-T
pair in accord with the dihedral results (Table 2).

Conclusion

The emulation of a known deoxyribose-phosphodiester triplex
configuration with novel base arrangements shows promise.
Previous modelling work has demonstrated the viability of
unnatural Hoogsteen bases that specifically recognize the T-
A major groove [8,10].  Molecular dynamics studies further
confirmed the stability of these triplets with respect to T·A-T
triplet [9].  With respect to the presented results, the Y2 base
and its triplet constructs in both the A-type and B-type con-
figurations appear to be structurally and energetically viable
within naturally occuring triplex structures.  Although the B-
configuration is presently believed to be most representative
of the triplex solution structure, elements of A-type geom-
etry are not necessarily obviated.  The use of the T·A-T tri-
plet as a standard for comparison is merely a guide and not a
goal.  The Y2·C-G triplet studies performed here are merely
a starting point for dynamic evaluation which allows a more
rigorous assessment of the stability of the anticipated con-
figuration.  Having a similar stable triplet configuration to
that found in nature is not a guarantee for configurational
stability during dynamics simulation.  However, it is likely
to be a prerequisite.

With respect to molecular modelling exercises, much cau-
tion is required to assess the correctness and precision of the
results.  For the purposes of this study the calculated interac-
tion energies are only utilized for comparative purposes and
obviously do not represent free energies of binding.  In this
manner systematic inaccuracies are reduced.  However, more
formal modelling of solvation with respect to explicit waters
and counter-ions and the application of molecular dynamics
to these systems are the next obvious steps to follow this
preliminary study.  The final test must be synthesis and bind-
ing energy studies, but the simulations should provide en-
couragement for experimental work.
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